Description

If cloakroom storage is used by both regular and occasional guests, the combined coin/card operated LOC 300 lock is the ideal solution. The cloakroom locker can be operated using either a card or coins. The guest selects a locker by self-service. Members can operate the lock using their club membership card, non-members insert a coin deposit. The key is released after insertion of the club membership card or a coin.

The locker can be used by several members consecutively since the card is removed after use and thus the locker is available again. Like this, a permanent occupation of the locker is prevented.

Using LOC 300, you will be able to efficiently organise your storage system and to offer your guests an optimal service. The guest can rest assured that her/his personal belongings are stored safely.

LOC 300 offers your guests the highest level of protection due to its resistant and vandal-proof housing.

LOC 300 - your advantages

» selection of various models: coin operated locker, card operated locker, combined coin/card operated locker
» ideal locking system for changing room lockers, safety deposit boxes, ski lockers, etc.
» safe storage of the guests' personal belongings
» easy and convenient handling
» resistant and vandal-proof housing
» all materials used in the inside of the lock are stainless
» long service life even under difficult conditions (e.g. damp rooms)

Technical Details

Measurements

» 110x125x17 mm (WxHxD)
» depth incl. coin receptacle: 30 mm
» maximum width of door: 20 mm

General data

» lock housing made out of black polycarbonate (suitable for extreme conditions)
» all materials used in the inside of the lock are stainless
» master key function as standard
» for right and left doors

Details card operated lock

» frontal card insertion to prevent breaking of the card
» special punch of the card to prevent unauthorised use
» position of the punch is selected in such way so that also chip cards can be used
» clear labelling of the card to prevent wrong insertion
» also available as pure card operated lock

Details coin operated lock

» especially designed for 50 cent, 1€, 2€ coins or any other monetary unit
» freely adjustable for coins having a diameter between 21 to 28 mm
» possible installation of a cashier lock for charged use of cloakroom lockers
Measurements [LOC 300]

Key options [LOC 300]

Cylinder with default key
» default key made out of nickel silver, nickel-plated
» especially suitable for damp rooms
» available with rigid and interchangeable cylinder

Cylinder with security key
» security key made out of nickel silver, nickel-plated.
» especially for damp rooms and places where a high degree of security is required.
» available with rigid and interchangeable cylinder.
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